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The Total Economic Impact™ 
Of Red Hat OpenShift Dedicated

This document is an abridged version of a case study commissioned by Red Hat titled: The Total Economic Impact Of Red Hat OpenShift 
Dedicated, June 2019. 

Read the 
full study

OpenShift Dedicated is a fully managed Kubernetes application platform.Through three 
customer interviews and data aggregation, Forrester concluded that Red Hat 
OpenShift Dedicated has the following three-year financial impact.

“All the developers do is commit code 
and then test that code in the dev 
environment for integration. That 
maybe takes 10% of their time. Other 
than that, there is minimum 
involvement with OpenShift from my 
software developers.” 
Senior engineering manager, telecommunications

Director of cloud technologies, governmental 
department of innovation and science

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
Three-year risk-adjusted

90% productivity lift for initial 
application development, 
testing, and deployment

416 load management 
hours saved per developer 
annually

“The main reasons we went with 
Dedicated was that we could 
outsource the implementation of an 
integration cluster, utilize the 
benefits of containers, and get it 
into production and available to our 
programs that were in delivery 
more quickly.”
Senior manager, SDT solution management, 
satellite telecommunications
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THE OPENSHIFT DEDICATED CUSTOMER JOURNEY

78 hours saved per 
application developed or 
modernized

Developer productivity Operational efficiency Reduced time to market

“The challenge we have is finding 
resources on the market seasoned 
in legacy infrastructure solutions. By 
adopting OpenShift Dedicated as a 
target platform we were able to start 
migrating applications from the 
legacy software to modern and 
recent ones.”

https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/economic-impact-openshift-dedicated-analyst-paper

